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The influence of soluble additives on the growth of calcite (CaCO3) is usually rationalized based on
changes in crystal morphologies, where preferential association of the additives with either the acute
or obtuse steps on the crystal surface gives rise to specific growth forms. In this work we investigate
the influence of a highly acidic organic additive with calcite – cp20k from the barnacle Megabalanus
rosa – and demonstrate that in addition to modifying the crystal morphology, additives can be used to
generate calcite crystals with different surface architectures. These can potentially rise to interesting
optical effects that may be important in applications such as in coatings and paints. These surface
features form during dissolution/reprecipitation at the crystal surface during the incubation of crystals
in solution, and confocal fluorescence microscopy confirmed they are limited to the surface of the
crystal only. The surface patterning can also be tuned using alternative additives, mixtures of
additives and by varying the solution conditions. Notably, we also show that surface structures can
be used to determine the mode of interaction of additives with the microscopic surface steps under
conditions where only minor changes in morphology have occurred.

Introduction.
Soluble additives provide one of the most effective means of controlling crystallization processes,
where they can enable selection of morphology, size and even polymorph.1 Significant efforts have
therefore been made to understand the origins of their activities, with the overall goal of being able to
design additives that can deliver specific products. One of the best studied systems is calcium carbonate,
where it exhibits multiple polymorphs under ambient conditions, and the morphology of crystals can
be altered using a range of strategies. Atomic force microscopy (AFM) 2 and modelling studies3 have
revealed how additives interact with growing calcite crystals on a microscopic scale, and how this
translates into macroscopic changes in single crystal morphologies. The resultant crystals can therefore
be classified into a number of basic morphological forms depending on whether the additives
preferentially bind to the acute or obtuse steps on the calcite {104} faces.
A further property of crystalline particles that has received far less attention, but that can also play an
important role in many applications, is their surface topography. The presence of regular surface
features can give rise to interesting optical effects including structural colour 4 or light-trapping,5 where
light scattering by the crystal surfaces is particularly important in applications such as in coatings and
paints. While nanostructuring of surfaces is often achieved using top-down lithographic methods, there
is enormous potential to use additives – either during crystal growth or dissolution – to create unique
surface patterns. Many interesting surface structures have been generated using soluble additives,6 or
by growing crystals in gels.7, 8 Notably, calcite surfaces patterned with nanoshoots have been generated
in the presence of additives using dissolution protocols.9, 10 Again, the surfaces structures formed are
expected to reflect the modes of interaction of the additives with the crystal, such that it should be
possible to program different surface topographies based on an understanding of the crystal/additive
interactions.
Here, we employ a model organic additive – cp20k – and explore how it can be used in combination
with different crystal growth conditions to generate calcite crystals with different surface patterns.

cp20k is found in the water-soluble fraction of the cement proteins of the barnacle Megabalanus rosa,
and was selected due its high acid content and therefore strong binding to calcite.11-13 We demonstrate
that distinct surface architectures ranging from striations to nanoshoot bunches can be achieved
according to the experimental conditions employed, and that the range of accessible structures can be
further increased by addition of magnesium ions. Structural characterization of the crystals shows that
these surface structures are limited to a zone close to the surface of the crystal, and are accompanied by
protein incorporation. The surface structures formed can be rationalized in terms of the microscopic
crystal/ additive interactions, where this provides a framework for creating specific surface structures
as desired.
Results and Discussion
Calcite Precipitation with Barnacle Cement Protein (cp20k): cp20k was expressed from E coli and
purified into DI water; ≈1% of the protein was fluorescently tagged to enable analysis by confocal
fluorescence microscopy (CFM). cp20k contains ≈22% acidic amino acids (Table S1), ≈16% cysteine,
and is negatively charged above pH 5.5 (Figure S1). It was then used in crystal growth experiments,
where calcite was precipitated using the carbonate direct mixing (CDM) method in which Na 2CO3
solution was added to a CaCl2/additive solution to yield concentrations of [Ca2+] = [CO32-] = 5 mM.
Crystals were allowed to grow over 5 days and were identified as calcite by Raman spectroscopy (Figure
S2). Control experiments performed in the absence of protein yielded rhombohedral calcite crystals.
cp20k induced changes in both the morphology and surface topography of the calcite crystals.
Considering first morphology, increasing the concentration of cp20k from 0.005 to 0.015 mg/mL
resulted in an elongation of the crystals along the c-axis, and the ultimate formation of a dumbbell shape
(Figure 1 and Figure S3). These crystals were confirmed as single crystals using polarized light
microscopy (PLM) (Figure S4). All of the crystals exhibited 3-fold symmetry when viewed
perpendicular to the c-axis, and a transition from being capped by three smooth {104} faces to a highly
rough surface occurred as the protein concentration increased. These morphological changes were also
accompanied by an increase in the surface roughness (Figure 1). Between [cp20k] = 0.025 and 0.05
mg/mL, the surfaces of the crystals were dominated by bundled nanoshoots (Figure 1), while at [cp20k]
= 0.075 and 0.095 mg/mL, dumbbell-shaped structures composed of bundled nanoshoots were
observed. Nanoshoot bundles were visible length-wise upon the new pseudofaces oriented parallel to
the c-axis (Figure 1). Investigation of a cross-section through individual crystals demonstrated that the
surface patterns are only associated with the outer surface of the crystal. For crystals exhibiting
nanoshoots (produced at [cp20k] = 0.015 mg/mL) this reached a depth of ≈ 450-700 nm below the
crystal surface (Figure 2a), and confocal laser fluorescence microscopy (CLFM) showed that the protein
was only detectable in this zone (Figure 2b). This shows that the surface patterns form during the slow
growth that occurs during the final stage of crystallization, or in the dissolution/precipitation – or
restructuring – regime that occurs after crystallization has terminated and the solution is at equilibrium
with respect to calcite.3
Influence of Crystal Growth Conditions and cp20k: That the surface patterning is also dependent on
the crystallization conditions was demonstrated by precipitating crystals from a solution containing
[cp20k] = 0.015 mg/mL and [CaCl2] = 5 mM using the ammonium diffusion method (ADM).14 This
presents a contrasting reaction profile to CDM. The slow dissolution of ammonia and carbon dioxide
caused the supersaturation and pH to increase slowly in ADM, whereas this change is much more rapid
in CDM conditions. Rhombohedral calcite crystals with roughened pseudo-faces formed after exposure
of the CaCl2/cp20k solution to a NH3/CO2 atmosphere for 5 days (Figure S5). Unlike calcite precipitated
at the same CaCl2/cp20k concentrations using the CDM method, the {104} faces showed no oriented
surface patterning.
Evolution of Surface Patterning: Our data demonstrate that the patterns seen on the crystal faces are
restricted to a surface zone
such that they form (i) during the slow growth period at the end of crystallization, or (ii) after the
primary crystal growth period has ended, when the crystal surface undergoes a dynamic
dissolution/reprecipitation process.3 This mechanism was further investigated by precipitating calcite
in the presence of [cp20k] = 0.015 mg/mL, and terminating the reaction at different times (Figure 3).

Most growth is conducted within the first ≈ 30 min, but crystals were incubated in the growth solution
for up to 5 days. No fluorescence was detected after 10 min, but after 30 min fluorescence was observed
at the acute edges. Signal was detected on {104} faces after 1-2 h, and they were entirely covered after
5 days. This progressive increase in protein associated with the {104} faces parallels the increase in
the surface roughness. Calcite seeds were also placed in an aqueous solution of [cp20k] = 0.015 mg/mL
at 65 °C for 16 h, thereby mimicking the conditions previously reported to produce nanoshoots. 10 The
vessel was sealed to focus on dissolution (where no further CO2 enters the system) or was left open,
where continuous influx of atmospheric CO2 and evaporation-driven increased Ca2+/additive
concentration promotes restructuring. Both conditions led to the formation of striations parallel to the
[42 ] direction on the crystal surfaces, where they were slightly more pronounced in the open system
(Figure 4). CLFM showed that only very low levels of cp20k were associated with the surfaces after
dissolution (Figures S6), while the protein was located in a 2 m thick surface zone after restructuring
Influence of cp20k and Magnesium Ions: We then investigated the influence of additive mixtures on
surface patterning, where these can act co-operatively to generate more complex structures.15
Magnesium ions were used in combination with cp20k due to their potent effect on calcite growth,1, 1618
and their known influence on surface roughness.6 The [cp20k] was fixed at 0.015 mg/mL and MgCl2
was added to give [Mg2+]/[Ca2+] = 0.5 or 1. Precipitation using the CDM method yielded calcite crystals
with morphologies that were dominated by interaction with the Mg2+ ions (Figure 5a and Figure S7).
Higher magnification images of the surfaces of crystals precipitated at [cp20k] = 0.015 mg/mL with
[Mg2+]/[Ca2+] = 0.5 revealed nanoshoots with average diameters of 17 nm (Figure 5a), where these were
elongated along crystallographic c direction, determined by comparing the nanoshoot orientation with
respect to [018] reflections in selected area electron diffraction (SAED) data (Figure 6a). The same
orientation was observed when [Mg2+]/[Ca2+] ratio was increased to 1.0, (Figure 6b) however the
nanoshoot diameter decreased to 14 nm.
Precipitation using the ADM provided access to even greater surface patterning. Crystals grown at
[Mg2+]/[Ca2+] = 0.5 exhibited arrow-shaped features that were co-aligned over the crystal surface. The
arrows point in a [001] direction (Figure 5b), and each arrowhead is capped by {104} facets. Higher
[Mg2+]/[Ca2+] = 1 disrupts the arrowhead structure (Figure S7). This demonstrates the potential of
controlling surface topography with additive combination. Used separately at the same concentrations,
these additives do not induce comparable morphological or ordered surface roughening.
Alternative Additives: The results with cp20k were finally compared with a range of alternative
additives, where these were selected due to their reported influence on calcite growth: poly(acrylic acid
sodium salt) (PAA),19 poly(styrene sulfonate sodium salt) (PSS),20, 21 poly(styrene sulfonate sodium
salt)-alt- poly(maleic acid sodium salt) (PSS-MA),22, 23 magnesium ions,1, 20 and formamide.10 In
common with the cp20k, all of these additives also induce different surface patterning according to
whether they were precipitated using the CDM or ADM, and whether they were formed during
dissolution or restructuring. For example, PAA yielded indistinct roughness in growth studies (Figure
S8), but nanoshoots oriented in calcite’s crystallographic c axis during dissolution (Figure 7a), and
surface overgrowth codirectional with calcite’s [42 ] during dissolution/restructuring (Figure 7b). The
nanoshoots were similar to those observed after dissolution in the presence of formamide (Figure 7c),
whereas rough overgrowths were comparable to those formed during growth in the presence of Mg2+
(Figure 7d). PSS yielded surface features co-directional with calcite’s [010] axis (Figure 7e), whereas
PSS-MA yielded square-shaped surface features, with flat edges parallel with both [42 ] and [010] axes
(Figure 7f).
Additive-Directed Changes in Morphology and Surface Patterns: Previous experiments have
focused on the use of dissolution strategies to create calcite crystals with surface patterns. Calcite
nanoshoot arrays were created via gentle dissolution in undersaturated solutions in the presence of a
few selected additives – ammonium iodide and sulfate,24 ammonium chloride and acetate,9 and
formamide10 – where this led to nanoshoots with high aspect ratios. Under these conditions dissolution
leads to the formation of multiple etch pits over the crystal surface which subsequently increase in size
and depth. They ultimately impinge on each other, generating an array of nanoshoots. The additives
have minor effects on the morphologies of the nanoshoots, allowing them to be fine-tuned from curved
to pyramidal.

The work described here demonstrates that the formation of elaborate surface patterns is not restricted
to dissolution processes, and that the use of additives that bind strongly to the surfaces of calcite crystals,
and alternative synthesis conditions can give rise to a greater range of surface patterns. Effective
patterning can also be achieved by exposing the crystals to a restructuring regime in which they undergo
progressive dissolution and reprecipitation, where this effect is well-recognized and can lead to
significant changes in the surfaces of CaCO3 crystals when they are incubated in the crystal growth
solution for prolonged periods.3, 23 By employing mixtures of selected additives, different crystallization
conditions, and dissolution/restructuring regimes it is therefore possible to create a wide range of crystal
morphologies and surface patterns.
The morphology changes and surface patterns formed can be rationalized based on interactions between
the additives and the calcite surface. Most commonly this is binding to the step edges, where
preferential binding to the acute or obtuse steps occurs depending on the structure of the additive and
the crystallization conditions. Preferential binding is favored under slow growth conditions, but can be
lost under conditions of rapid growth.25 Elongation of crystals along the c-axis is indicative of binding
to the acute steps,2, 3, 26 whereas flattening along the c-axis is characteristic of preferential binding to the
obtuse steps.27
The elongation of the crystals along the c-axis that occur with cp20k are therefore indicative of
preferential binding to the acute steps (Figure 8a). This was confirmed using atomic force microscopy
(AFM), where experiments were performed in a liquid cell. Rhombohedral calcite crystals were
precipitated on the glass cover slip that seals the cell, and AFM was performed in Tapping Mode under
slow flow of an additive-free calcium carbonate solution, and a solution containing [cp20k] = 0.005
mg/mL (Figure 8b). Under the conditions selected, calcite grows via a step growth mechanism and
steps originate from screw dislocations present on the {104} faces (Figure 8a). cp20k preferentially
binds to the acute steps, resulting in significant step roughening and a reduction in the propagation rate.
This is in agreement with previous data.12, 13
That cp20k preferentially binds to the acute steps can be attributed to the large number of aspartic acid
(Asp) and glutamic acid (Glu) residues present, where these are a hallmark of biomineralization
proteins.28-30 These amino acids are known to bind to the acute steps on calcite,31 where this has been
rationalized using computer simulations.2, 26 The data shown here demonstrate that this binding
preference is maintained even when these groups are present on a protein that is much larger (≈3 nm)
than the 0.31 nm height of the calcite steps.32 This suggests that there is sufficient conformational
freedom for the amino acid side chains to adopt ideal positions on the steps. Indeed, many
biomineralization proteins lack a defined tertiary structure,33, 34 and exhibit an acute step preference. It
is also noted that metal ions (e.g. Mg2+)1, 17, small molecules (e.g. Asp and citric acid),1, 26 proteins (e.g,
asprich),29 vesicles (e.g. featuring poly(methacrylic acid),35 and latex beads36 all demonstrate preference
for acute steps due to their chemistry, even if they are 10-1000x larger than the step height itself.
Although many additives preferentially bind to acute steps, they do not all exhibit the same
incorporation behavior. In our system cp20k is confined exclusively to the outer layers of calcite. GFP37
and labelled proteins isolated from Pinctada fucata shells38, 39 behave similarly, whereas GFP-purlucin
conjugates,37 fluorescent dyes,25 carbon nanodots,40 and polymer-coated nanoparticles41 incorporate
throughout the crystalline interior. For larger structures, such as vesicles and nanoparticles,
incorporation is controlled by the length of stabilizing polymers, where longer chains allow
incorporation throughout the interior.36, 42
The ability of additives to modify morphologies or to become incorporated is ultimately determined by
their residence times on the crystal surface as compared with growth rate of the crystal. Therefore, a
spectrum of different effects can be observed ranging from strong morphological effects and poor
occlusion to weak morphological effects and efficient occlusion. These are necessarily determined both
by the additive itself and the crystallization conditions used,3, 25 as observed here in the different surface
morphologies observed with the ADM and CDM methods.
The striations seen on the surfaces of calcite grown in the presence of cp20k also reflect its interaction
with the acute steps. As is shown in Figure 4, growth of calcite in the presence of cp20k results in
striations parallel to the [42 ] direction of the rhombohedral {104} faces. These structures form during
dissolution/reprecipitation processes and reflect the higher growth rate at the obtuse as compared with

the acute steps (Figure 8c). This results in an elongation of surface features along the c-axis, in common
with the changes that occur in the macroscopic morphology. Notably, surface structures with the same
direction of elongation arise with other additives that preferentially bind to the acute steps including
PAA, Mg2+ ions and formamide (Figure 7). Strong binding of acute-preferring additive to acute steps
also prevents nucleation of new structures during restructuring.
These striations therefore appear predominantly around the obtuse vertex where the additive interaction
is weakest. Additives that preferentially bind to the obtuse steps are less common. However, PSS is
recognized to bind in this way,43 where macroscopic crystals display a compression along the c-axis and
the formation of new {001} pseudo faces (Figure 8a).44 Again, the surface striations observed on the
crystal faces reflect this mode of interaction, and run parallel to the [010] direction (Figure 8c). Our
data also demonstrate that more complex surface structures can be generated by employing more than
one additive and/or by controlling dissolution or restructuring processes.
Conclusions
Soluble additives are widely used to control crystal morphologies, sizes and polymorph. Here, we
demonstrate that they can also be used to generate distinct surface patterns on calcite crystals. Notably,
this can be achieved by simply incubating the crystals in the crystal growth solution containing the
additives, when the surface undergoes a continuous dissolution/reprecipitation process such that the
surface features are constrained to the surface of the crystal. This mechanism is therefore quite distinct
to the dissolution-based process used to generate arrays of nanoshoots on calcite surfaces, and the
structure of the surface features can be modulated by using mixtures of additives. Finally, our study
highlights the potential of using surface patterning as an indicator of the crystal/ additive interactions,
where limited changes in crystal morphologies may occur at low additive concentrations.
Experimental Section
Crystal Growth Studies. Carbonate Direct Method (CDM). Calcium concentration ([Ca2+]) was fixed
at 5 mM in all experiments. The concentration of cp20k ([cp20k]) was varied across a range of values
([cp20k] = 0, 0.001, 0.005, 0.015, 0.025, 0.05, 0.075 and 0.095 mg/mL). In samples prepared by
carbonate direct mixing (CDM), reactions were initiated by the addition of Na2CO3 such that the initial
concentration of carbonate was equimolar to that of calcium (i.e. [Ca2+] = [CO32+] = 5 mM) and allowed
to react for 5 days at room temperature. All experiments were conducted in 2 mL volumes, where
appropriate volumes of stock were diluted with DI water within the well. Each well was charged with
a clean glass substrate.
Ammonia Diffusion Method (ADM). [Ca2+] was fixed at 5 mM in all experiments. The concentration of
cp20k ([cp20k]) was fixed at [cp20k] = 0.015 mg/mL. In samples prepared by ammonia diffusion
method (ADM), plastic well plates charged with a CaCl2/cp20k aqueous solution and were covered with
Parafilm, and a hole was punched in the top of each well before introduction to a NH3/CO2 rich
atmosphere in a 15 L incubator containing ≈5 g (NH4)2CO3 and 20 mL DI water in separate Petri dishes.
Growth was allowed to occur over 5 days at room temperature.
Dissolution and restructuring studies. Dissolution or restructuring on unmodified calcite seeds occurred
in aqueous additive solutions at 65 °C for 16 h. The well plate was either covered with a well-plate
cover and sealed with Parafilm (dissolution) or left open to allow evaporation of water (restructuring).
Mixed additive studies. [Ca2+] (= [CO32-] for CDM) was fixed at 5 mM. [cp20k] was fixed at 0.015
mg/mL. Magnesium to calcium ratio ([Mg2+]/[Ca2+]) was set at 0, 0.5 or 1, which implies the
precipitation of calcite in the presence of 0, 2.5 and 5 mM magnesium ions respectively. Well plates for
either ADM or CDM studies were prepared as described above.
The influence of alternative additives. All conditions for growth, dissolution and restructuring were
identical to the protocols described above, except cp20k was replaced with other additives PAA, PSS,
PSS-MA, Mg2+ and formamide. The final concentrations for each additive in each experiment are given
in Table S2. These values represent the experiments described in the current study, while other
concentrations were also examined during screening experiments.
Time-dependent morphology evolution studies. In order to examine the evolution of the influence on
morphology by cp20k, 4 separate but identical CDM reactions were initiated and conducted

simultaneously, but terminated at different times (10, 30, 60 and 120 min). Each well was charged with
a clean glass slide, 50 µL filtered 200 mM CaCl2.2H2O aqueous solution and 300 µL 0.1 mg/mL filtered
cp20k aqueous solution, followed by 1.6 mL filtered DI water, resulting in 1.95 mL of total volume
within the well. 50 µL filtered 200 mM Na2CO3 aqueous solution was added followed by stirring to
initiate the crystallization. At the assigned time interval, reactions were quenched by removing the glass
slide and rinsing with DI water and ethanol.
Characterization. Optical microscopy (OM) and polarized light microscopy (PLM). OM and PLM
were conducted on calcite samples grown on glass substrates with Nikon Eclipse LV100 microscope
controlled with NIS-Elements BR software. Micrographs were captured digitally used Nikon DSFi1/Nikon Digital Sight CCD camera.
Raman microscopy. Raman microscopy was conducted on calcite samples grown on glass substrates
using a Renishaw inVia Raman Microscope (785 nm laser) with a 50x objective using MS20 encoded
sample stage control through rollerball XYZ peripheral. Data acquisition was undertaken with
Renishaw WiRE 3.4 with a laser intensity of 0.1% under 3 accumulated acquisitions (3 x scan time 30
s) between 1200 to 100 cm-1.
Scanning electron microscopy (SEM). SEM was conducted on FEI NanoSEM Nova 450 from samples
grown directly on clean glass substrates. Samples were mounted on aluminum stubs with double sided
Cu tape, with tape folded to a portion of the top surface of the substrate to minimize charging. All
samples were coated with 2 nm Ir conductive layer prior to analysis.
For SEM analysis of samples subjected to mechanical fracturing, glass substrates loaded with samples
were covered gently with a fresh glass slide, such that the calcite crystals were between the glass layers.
A small amount of pressure was applied by hand, followed by a 30-40° rotation, which caused fracturing
and spreading of the fractured components. This was then prepared and imaged as described above.
Transmission electron microscopy (TEM). TEM was conducted on FEI Tecnai TF20 FEG-TEM fitted
with an Oxford Instruments INCA 350 EDX system/80 mm X-Max SDD detector and a Gatan Orius
SC600A CCD camera operating at 200 kV. Samples were loaded onto carbon coated Cu grids.
Focused ion beam (FIB) lithography. FIB lithography was conducted on FEI Dual Beam system
equipped with a 30 kV Ga beam and a field emission electron gun (FEG) operated at 5 kV.
Confocal laser fluorescence microscopy (CLFM). CLFM was conducted on Zeiss LSM510 Upright
Confocal Microscope using samples grown directly on clean glass substrates under oil immersion where
required. Laser and imaging settings were controlled with Zeiss ZEN software, where preset conditions
for FITC were used (excitation at 488 nm, low pass emission filter at 505 nm).
Liquid cell Atomic Force Microscope (AFM). AFM images were recorded using a Bruker Multimode 8
with a NanoScope V controller. Images were collected using silicon nitride cantilevers with nominal
spring constants of 0.35 N/m (Bruker SNL-10). Rhombohedral calcite seed crystals 80 µm in size were
pre-precipitated onto glass cover slips under additive-free conditions by mixing equal volumes of 10
mM CaCl2 and NaHCO3 aqueous solutions. In situ measurements were collected whilst flowing
supersaturated calcium carbonate growth solutions over the seed crystals at 0.1 - 0.25 mL/min. The
influence of the additives on the calcite growth was investigated by growing the calcite seeds in the
presence and absence of additives, using a fixed calcium concentration and ionic strength, as used
previously.15 The growth solutions provided stable, slow growth conditions which can be effectively
studied on an AFM time-scale. The concentration of cp20k was kept at 0.005 mg/mL. In situ imaging
was performed in contact mode or Tapping ModeTM where appropriate.
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Figure 1: SEM micrographs of calcite grown in the presence of different concentrations of cp20k by
CDM ([Ca2+] = [CO32-] = 5 mM). Micrographs show crystals approximately orientated (104)-up (above)
and (001)-up (below). Higher magnification SEM micrographs of regions denoted i – iv.

Figure 2: a) SEM micrograph of a fractured calcite single crystals showing the outermost region (upper
and lower limits marked with dotted white lines) was much rougher than the core, and the measured
depth (marked with a red arrow) was ≈ 0.5 µm. b) optical micrograph (i) and CLFM z-projected
micrograph (ii) of the same sample, showing cp20k is incorporated with calcite single crystals during
precipitation. Orthogonal view micrographs (iii) showed that cp20k only incorporated in the outermost
sections. Pixel count line profile (insert) at the yellow arrow indicated that cp20k was incorporated to a
depth ≈ 0.7 µm.

Figure 3: Representative SEM (a) CLFM (b and c) micrographs of calcite grown in the presence of
cp20k ([cp20k] = 0.015 mg/mL + FITC-conjugated cp20k) by CDM ([Ca2+] = [CO32-] = 5 mM) taken
at different times. Z-projected CLFM micrographs from Z-stacks (b) and side-on view of 3D rendered
images (c) reveal increasing surface roughness with time.

Figure 4: a) SEM micrographs of a calcite seed dissolved in the presence of [cp20k] = 0.015 mg/mL.
b) SEM micrograph of a calcite seed subjected to restructuring in the presence [cp20k] = 0.015 mg/mL.

Figure 5: SEM micrographs of calcite grown under initial [Mg2+]/[Ca2+] = 0.5, [cp20k] = 0.015 mg/mL
and [Ca2+] = 5 mM, with CDM (a) and ADM (b). Low magnification micrographs details the overall
morphology (i), while higher magnification micrographs reveal nanoshoot (ai and aii) and arrowshaped (bii and biii) surface decoration for CDM and ADM-prepared crystals respectively.

Figure 6: Characterization of calcite nanoshoots produced under CDM growth conditions with [cp20k]
= 0.015 mg/mL and [Mg2+]/[Ca2+] = 0.5 (a) or 1.0 (b). i) Representative SEM micrograph. ii) Low
magnification TEM micrograph of the edge of a fractured crystal. iii) TEM micrograph of nanoshoots
taken from area circled in red in ii. iv) SAED of area shown in iii. Both iii and iv are annotated with the
crystallographic c axis as determined from SAED.

Figure 7: Low and high magnification SEM micrographs of additive-modified calcite surfaces prepared
with various methods and additives as listed: a) PAA (1 mg/mL), dissolution; b) PAA (1 mg/mL),
restructuring; c) Formamide (1 wt%), dissolution; d) Mg2+ (5 mM), ADM; e) PSS (10 mg/mL), ADM;
f) PSS-MA (10 mg/mL), restructuring

Figure 8: a) Schematic of equilibrium calcite rhombohedron (centre) as observed down a-axis (top)
and c-axis (bottom). Acute and obtuse steps are labelled ‘-‘ and ‘+’ respectively, with the acute and
obtuse step-dominated growth sector shaded yellow and purple respectively. Increasing [cp20k] induces
increasing surface roughness on {104} faces (red) and elongation through increasing expression of
pseudofaces (blue). Increasing obtuse-preferring additive concentration leads to crystal ‘flattening’ by
increased expression of a pseudoface equivalent to (001) (green). b) Liquid-cell AFM micrographs,
obtained from deflection data, revealing the shape of a calcite growth hillock before and after the
addition of [cp20k] = 0.005 mg/mL (under growth conditions. Based on the crystal’s orientation (optical
micrograph insert) and the position of the c glide, only acute steps, marked with ‘-‘, are affected. c)
Schematic showing idealized morphology of overgrowths on calcite during restructuring, which
describe the origin of [010] or [42 ] striations after treatment with obtuse-or acute-preferential binding
additives. Shading is the same as that in part a

